Top-mounted plastic elements

Top-mounted elements are delivered readily mounted on the window by the window supplier. Everything comes from a single source, the installation time is short while the flexibility is high.
TOP MINI plus RvU/RvI

A window with a permanently installed top-mounted element? Here it is. When the window is delivered, the box has already been installed. This saves time and facilitates the installation. In addition, TOP MINI plus top-mounted elements are maintenance-friendly and have a long life span.

- Clip technology with universal or window-specific clip adapters
- Different possibilities for fixing to the ceiling or lintel
- Statics bracket and bottom strengthening profile
- Tests for sound insulation, airtightness and thermal insulation
- Window fans can be integrated
- Modular design principle: TOP FOAM and TOP MINI plus with many identical components
- Two box heights (175 mm/220 mm)
- All boxes meet the requirements of the Building Rules List A, Part 1, and of the energy saving regulations EnEV.
- An insect screen can be integrated optionally
- Lift tape, crank handle or motor drive

Subject to modifications.